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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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Java For Artists: The Art, Philosophy, And Science Of Object-Oriented ProgrammingPulp Free Press, 2006
Java For Artists: The Art, Philosophy, And Science Of Object-Oriented Programming towers head and shoulders above ordinary introductory Java texts in its comprehensive coverage and audacious style. Java For Artists is the only book of its kind that succinctly address the art, philosophy, and science of Java and object-oriented...
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Painting the WebO'Reilly, 2008
Do you think that only professionals with expensive tools and years of experience can work with web graphics? This guide tosses that notion into the trash bin.
  
  Painting the Web is the first comprehensive book on web graphics to come along in years, and author Shelley Powers demonstrates how readers of any level can take...
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Object Oriented Simulation: A Modeling and Programming PerspectiveSpringer, 2009
Object Oriented Simulation will qualify as a valuable resource to students and accomplished professionals and researchers alike, as it provides an extensive, yet comprehensible introduction to the basic principles of object-oriented modeling, design and implementation of simulation models. 

Key features include an introduction...
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Building Levels in UnityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create exciting 3D game worlds with Unity


	About This Book

	
		Craft game environments with extreme clarity by adding realism to characters, objects, and props
	
		Import and set up custom assets such as meshes, textures, and normal maps in Unity
	
		A step-by-step guide written in a...
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Learning Swift: Building Apps for macOS, iOS, and BeyondO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Get valuable hands-on experience with Swift, the open source programming language developed by Apple. With this practical guide, skilled programmers with little or no knowledge of Apple development will learn how to code with the latest version of Swift by developing a working iOS app from start to finish.

	
		You’ll...
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Dreamweaver MX ExtensionsNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Do you use Dreamweaver? Have you downloaded and installed extensions from the Dreamweaver Exchange, and do you love the whole idea of being able to add objects, behaviors, commands, and so forth, to the program? Do you often find yourself thinking, "If only Dreamweaver did it this way..." or "Why doesn't someone...
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Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++ (Book & CD-ROM)Focal Press, 2002
Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether...
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CorelDRAW: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW X4
Create fine art and commercial graphics with one powerful tool! CorelDRAW X4: The Official Guide shows you how to get a visual message across with impact and style; edit photos; build captivating layouts; and compose scenes in a clean, attention-getting style. Learn how...
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SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based applications.&nbsp;

SQL: The Complete Reference, Third...
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Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2011

	Uncertain data is inherent in many important applications, such as environmental surveillance, market analysis, and quantitative economics research. Due to the importance of those applications and rapidly increasing amounts of uncertain data collected and accumulated, analyzing large collections of uncertain data has become an important task....
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Wirelessness: Radical Empiricism in Network CulturesMIT Press, 2010

	Motion, to take a good example, is originally a turbid sensation, of which the native
	shape is perhaps best preserved in the phenomenon of vertigo. (James 1996a, 62)


	Between 1999 and 2009, a “ turbid ” or disordered sensation of change was
	felt as wireless connections expanded and eroded the edges of the Internet...
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